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2018

The Best of
PiS Party Hits
Last year turned out to be, like
previous years, extremely creative
for the ruling party. Success followed success, self-satisfaction level
reached peaks, the populous is in the
state of growing euphoria. So, it is
wonderful, and it will be even more
so because, we have at least 11 months ahead of us in PiS matrix. I invite
you to read my personal ranking of
the greatest achievements of PiS.

1

The skirmishes of the outstanding lawyer such as the
President Andrzej Duda is, with the
Supreme Court. The poor man, last
year had to reach out for the pen seven times, because this is how many
times they had to put before him
corrections to their own, painstakingly written, bill. It seems that he
had stopped reading them after the
second take and signed, signed and
signed whatever came his way. No
matter the numerous inconsistencies. No matter that some of the subsequent corrections contradicted the
former corrections. The Chairman
ordered, Duda had to oblige. The
man had gone so far in his zeal, that
he signed the last one, which under
pressure from EU, ruled to reinstate
sacked judges in their jobs. Truth is,
that this was very painful for him. Finally, however, the signature was deposed and I only have a thought that
in the end, someone made it worse
for himself. This ‘someone’ showed
no expertise, no knowledge, no character. This ‘someone’ was a ‘Lodger’
of the Presidential Palace.

2

The protest of disabled persons and their families in the
Sejm. Look the nation and learn how
to treat those, who are so insigni-

ficant that the ruling party doesn’t
have to give a damn about them in
search for votes. One can simply rebuff them and show that the party
will not give in to their demands,
that the party is strong and firm.
And so, Szydlo, leader of the Social
Committee of the Council of Ministers simply rebuffed them in favour
of the rafting trip in Dunajec. Prime
Minister Morawiecki rebuffed them ,
minister Rafalska rebuffed them and
the chairman Kuchcinski spread his
wings of empathy and humanity on
the protestors by banning them from
exiting and re-entering the building,
opening windows, using lifts, partitioning and covering while condoning manhandling by the security
guards at the windows. From right to
left, the party trumpeted that these
disabled people were indulgent that
they were the enemies who wished
to destroy Poland. This was better
than to admit that the EU had thrown
in a lot of cash for support to the disabled , but this cash was spent on
the pro-life campaign, as for PiS, only
the foetus counts.

3

PiS and the European Union.
For the part of 2018, we were
hammered with the messages that
EU is bad, that it harbours our money and we have to do everything
ourselves, that it sponges of us mercilessly, it threatens our sovereignty,
EU picks on us and won’t let us live.
Some called the EU flag a rag and
relations with the Union was based on us rising from our knees. In
the last few months, they talk about
the EU in warmer terms and with a
smile. They say that we are the heart of EU, the flag was returned to its
place, the EU is important to us and
we want it and love it. A miracle of
sorts? No! Simply EU elections around the corner, so PiS is fighting for
places for their losers, the ones who
have failed in politics nationally but
they deserve a perk in return for their loyalty, so let them go to Brussels
and show off there.

4

Mixing Mr Ziobro in KRS. It
must be admitted that this is
a peak of mastery. Hellishly political

Minister of Justice started
to de-politicise the Council
of the Judiciary this way, installing his ‘chums’ on the
Council, or the friends whom
he had recently promoted.
Almost all of them are regional judges without any legal
acumen. Few have heard of them
and few know them, but most importantly, Mr Ziobro knows them and
he knows that they will dance to his
tune.

5

KNF scandal. One person taped the other, the tapes were
blasted out and.. what PiS is doing?
They are accusing the members of
the Commission for Banking Supervision whose only fault is that they are
PO descendants and they were missed out in the purges and who were
investigating SKOK-Wolomin, obviously unsuccessfully, thus were acting
against the interests of the PiS state.
Generally speaking, this is not PiS’s
scandal and that’s the end of the subject. I could write much more, because we must not forget the ‘success’ of
the Climate Change Conference, the
genius IPN rule, the achievements of
Morawiecki who as an unborn baby
fought against the communists, about Solidarity who sold its soul to the
devil, i.e. PiS, about huge rewards for
the members of the Szydlo government, the bashing of farmers, dragging children through the Zaleska
educational reform, the health service falling on its face or policemen
who support the regime and forget
about the Constitution. Maybe it is
enough of this masochism. I prefer
to look into the year 2019 with the
hope that from November PiS will
go on the dump of history and this is
what I wish to myself and to you.
Tamara Olszewska

